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Population and Economic Dynamics
on the U.S.-Mexican Border: Past,

Present, and Future

James Peach and James Williams

The U.S.-Mexican border region is fascinating from a demographic
perspective for several reasons. First, there are large concentrations
of people living in the region who would not be there if the border did
not exist. Second, historically, demographic forces have been very
pronounced and more extreme along the border than in nonborder
areas of both the United States and Mexico. Third, demographic
interaction between the countries occurs in the context of extensive
cultural, political, social, and economic transborder interdependence.
Fourth, demographic change in the region mirrors large-scale forces
such as globalization and economic trends not only in the two coun-
tries but worldwide. Finally, the consequences of population growth
and rising densities in a region troubled by resource constraints cre-
ate environmental problems uniquely exacerbated by the political
boundary between the two countries. 
The focus of this paper is on past and projected population trends

and patterns. Selected economic statistics are included to help pro-
vide a context for understanding the causes and the consequences
of demographic changes. However, a full understanding of border
demographics is hardly so limited since the border is a rich and com-
plicated tapestry that appeals to researchers from all of the social sci-
ences. Border scholars, and border research in general, are by their
nature multidisciplinary.
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HISTORICAL TRENDS AND PATTERNS

The National Context

Between 1900 and 1995, the U.S. population grew from about 75 mil-
lion to about 260 million persons, or by roughly three and a half times.
During the same period of time, Mexico s population increased six-
fold from about 15 million to 91 million persons. With little inflow of
migrants, it is obvious that birth rates have been much higher in Mex-
ico during this century than they have in the United States, and have
more than offset migration from Mexico to the United States. While
not widely known in the United States, demographers have keenly
followed rapid reductions in Mexican birth rates after 1970, and while
still higher than U.S. birth rates, the differential has narrowed remark-
ably.
Figure 1 shows the percent change in population for each decade

with the 1990 to 1995 data extrapolated to a 10-year period. Clearly,
twentieth-century population growth rates in both countries varied
considerably over the years. In the United States, the fastest growth
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in total population is associated with the pre-Depression era and with
the baby boom era. In Mexico, growth rates increased each decade
from the 1920s to the 1970s, following the staggering loss of popula-
tion that Mexico experienced during the Revolution decade of 1910
to 1920. The decline in birth rates in Mexico shows up clearly as Mex-
ican population growth rates, while still higher than in the United

Figure 1:PercentChange in Population:The U.S.and M exico
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States, slowed to nearly half their previous levels during the 1980s
and 1990s.

The Border States

The four U.S. border states (California, Arizona, New Mexico, and
Texas) had a combined population in 1995 of 56.2 million persons,
which was nearly four times larger than the 15.2 million persons in
the six Mexican border states (Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua,
Coahuila, Nuevo Le n, and Tamaulipas). Border state population
growth rates for both the U.S. and Mexican sides of the border have
varied considerably from state to state and from decade to decade,
but have generally been higher than national growth rates, especial-
ly since World War II. 
Figure 2 shows the border state population as a percent of the

national population for the period 1900 to 1995. The data document
a rather remarkable transformation, particularly in the United States.
In 1900, only one U.S. resident in 18 lived in a border state. By 1995,
about one in five U.S. residents lived in border states. As measured
by gross state product (GSP), a similar proportion of the nation s out-
put is produced in the four border states. The figures are similar,
though somewhat less dramatic for Mexico, with one Mexican in 10
living in a border state in 1900 and one in six by 1995. The presence
of the border has influenced these population changes more in Mex-
ico than in the United States. In the United States, a lot of the growth
in border states in the past few decades has been associated with
Sunbelt  growth, both in terms of population and employment. A sig-
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Figure 2:BorderState Population as PercentofNationalPopulation
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nificant portion of the U.S. border state population lives in cities well
away from the border. In Mexico, however, the border has been the
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reason for much of the growth as Mexican policies have encouraged,
for various reasons over the years, development of population and
employment along the northern frontier.

Figure 3:U.S.-M exico BorderRegion

Table 1:Population Adjacentto the Border,1980 to 1995
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Border Counties and Municipios

There is no consensus on a definition of the geographic area called
the border region,  and, indeed, there is no scientific way to arrive at
a definition. Figure 3 shows the study region, which concentrates on
the 25 U.S. counties and 38 Mexican municipios (roughly county
equivalents) that are geographically adjacent to the U.S.-Mexican
border. 
Table 1 provides the population of border counties and municipios

summed to state and national totals. The full details of 1980 to 1995
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Figure 4:M exico BorderRegion Average AnnualGrowth Rates

Figure 5:U.S.BorderRegion Average AnnualGrowth Rates
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population figures for each county and municipio are provided in
Appendix B, Table B1.1, and Table B1.2.
By 1995, almost 10.6 million persons lived adjacent to the U.S.-

Mexican border, with about 5.8 million on the U.S. side and slightly
less than 4.8 million on the Mexican side. In 1980, there were about
seven million persons adjacent to the border and four million of these
were on the U.S. side. San Diego County dominates the population
total for the U.S. side of the border with 2.6 million persons and com-
bined with Imperial County, California, contains almost half of the
U.S. border population. Cuidad JuÆrez, adjacent to El Paso, Texas,
continues to be the most populous Mexican municipio along the bor-
der; although by 1995, Tijuana (with just less than a million persons)
was only barely smaller than Cuidad JuÆrez (with slightly over a mil-
lion persons), according to the Mexican mid-decade census (see
appendix tables for detailed figures).
Figures 4 and 5 show the average annual growth rates for border

counties and municipios summed to state levels for the 1980s and
1990s. The full details of these rates are provided in Appendix B,
Table B2.1, and Table B2.2. On the Mexican side, there has been a
pronounced acceleration in population growth since the 1980s. Bor-
der municipios overall went from 3.1 percent average annual growth
in the 1980s to 4.5 percent average annual growth in the 1990s, with
an acceleration occurring in every Mexican state. However, examina-
tion of the appendices reveals considerable variation across munici-
pios. On the U.S. side of the border (Figure 5), a somewhat different
picture emerges. Population growth slowed overall from 3 percent
average annual to about 2.4 percent in the 1990s. But the variability
of growth rates along the border, which is detailed in the appendices,
is rather remarkable. In California, for example, San Diego County
accounts for nearly half of the U.S. border population. Difficult eco-
nomic times in San Diego in the early 1990s produced a dramatic
slowdown of migration to the area. Conversely, Imperial County, adja-
cent to San Diego, showed dramatic acceleration in population
growth. Arizona and New Mexico growth rates were relatively stable,
while population growth in Texas border counties accelerated during
this time. 

ECONOMIC TRENDS

The border region population trends just described occur within an
unusual, if not unique, economic context. The current discussion will
be limited to border region income levels and labor market conditions.
Three themes will be apparent: (1) the heterogeneity of border region
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economic conditions; (2) the sensitivity of the border economy to
national economic events in both the United States and Mexico; and
(3) the interaction of border region economic and demographic vari-
ables. 

Income

The border region is where two nations of vastly different income lev-
els and economic structures meet. Depending on the peso-dollar
exchange rate, U.S. per capita GDP is eight or nine times Mexico s
per capita GDP. There is little evidence to suggest that U.S.-Mexican
income differentials will decrease substantially by the year 2020. In
most parts of the border region, the binational income differentials are
visibly obvious to even the most casual observers. 
Per capita income levels on the U.S. side of the border are below

the national average, except in San Diego. Indeed, of the nation s
318 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), the six poorest in terms of
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Figure 6:BorderRegion PerCapita Incom e as Percentof

U.S.PerCapita Incom e

per capita income are adjacent to the Mexican border, and many of
the Texas border counties are among the poorest in the nation. In
1995, none of the border counties had a per capita income higher
than its respective state.
Per capita income in the U.S. border counties in 1995 was 79.2

percent of the national average, and if San Diego is removed from the
list, that figure drops to 61.9 percent. Despite considerable change in
the economic structure of the border region in recent years, conver-
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gence of border region and national per capita income levels is not
yet occurring. Indeed, Figure 6 indicates that per capita income lev-
els in the border region have been declining relative to the nation for
most of the last three decades. 
There are numerous explanations for the relatively low per capita

income on the U.S. side of the border. For example, unemployment
rates are generally higher than the national average and employment
is concentrated in relatively low wage industries. Demographic vari-
ables are also important to an understanding of low border region
incomes. First, border region population growth rates are high and
population is, of course, the denominator in the calculation of per
capita income. Second, the U.S. portion of the border region has a
lower median age than the nation and a relatively large number of
young persons means a smaller portion of the population is of work-
ing age. As young people enter the labor force, they do so initially at
relatively low wages compared to workers with many years of labor
market experience. Education differentials are also striking and could
explain a large part of the income and unemployment gaps.

The Border Region Labor Force: Employment and
Unemployment

In 1995, there were 132 million persons in the U.S. labor force and
28 million of those were in border state labor markets. Mexico s labor
force contained 36 million persons and 7.2 million in its six northern
border states. The labor force in the U.S. border counties was 2.6 mil-
lion, only slightly more than the 2.6 million persons in the border
municipios labor force.
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Figure 7:M aquiladora Em ploym ent Totaland BorderStates
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The size of the labor force is determined by two factors: labor force
participation rates (LFPR) and the age-sex distribution of the popula-
tion. LFPRs in both the United States and Mexico are relatively low
for teenagers, reach a peak for those aged 25 35, and then gradual-
ly decline for those approaching retirement. Men have higher LFPRs
than women in both nations in all age groups. LFPRs for men in the
United States have been declining, while those for women have been
increasing. LFPRs for women in Mexico also have been increasing
over the last two or three decades, but the decline in male LFPRs in
Mexico is not nearly as sharp as in the United States. Border munici-
pio LFPRs are generally higher among all age groups than those for
Mexico as a whole, while LFPRs in the U.S. border counties are gen-
erally lower than elsewhere in the nation.
One of the most important developments in border region labor

markets has been the growth of the maquiladora industry. The
maquiladora (in-bond) industry began in the late 1960s after the
Johnson administration abolished the Bracero Program, which
allowed temporary Mexican workers into the United States. The
maquiladora industry was designed to take advantage of certain pro-
visions of the U.S. tariff code that permitted U.S. firms to export
unassembled products for assembly abroad. The assembled product
is then imported into the United States, but duties are paid only on the
value added abroad during the assembly process. Maquiladora
employment growth accelerated during the 1990s and, as shown in
Figure 7, this has been especially so since 1994. In early 1998, more
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Figure 8:Unem ploym entRates U.S.,Texas,and ElPaso
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than two thousand maquila plants employed slightly more than one
million workers in Mexico. The largest share of maquiladora employ-
ment is located in Mexico s six northern border states, but this share
has fallen from 95 percent in 1980 to 81 percent in 1998. Approxi-
mately 20 percent of total employment in the Mexican border states
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Figure 9:PercentChange in Em ploym ent

is in the maquila plants, and this figure is much higher in some of the
border cities. 
The maquiladora industry played an important role in mitigating the

effects of Mexico s most recent economic crisis in the border region.
After the crisis began with a sharp and generally unexpected devalu-
ation of the peso in late December 1994, nearly every sector and
region of the Mexican economy suffered large employment declines.
Maquiladora industry employment, however, continued to increase.
In December 1995, maquiladora employment was 13.5 percent high-
er than in December 1994. By early 1998, maquiladora employment
had increased by nearly two-thirds since December 1994. Undoubt-
edly,  the impact of the devaluations on the border region would have
been much greater without a healthy maquiladora industry.
It is worthwhile to examine the maquiladora industry in a broader

context. After three decades of growth, the maquiladora industry now
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employs one million workers, a figure that is slightly less than the
annual increase in Mexico s labor force. Even with a generous
employment multiplier, Mexico needs a new maquiladora industry
every two or three years just to maintain its current level of unem-
ployment.
On the U.S. side of the border, unemployment rates are generally

higher and more variable in border counties than in the border states
or the nation. Figure 8 displays the unemployment rate for El Paso,
Texas, over the last decade. This figure shows a typical pattern
among border region MSAs. Among the border MSAs, only San
Diego has had an unemployment rate consistently below the nation-
al (and state) average in the 1990s. At the other end of the border,
Brownsville, Texas, has not had unemployment rates below double
digits during the 1990s. Similar unemployment patterns have pre-
vailed in the border region for several decades.
Despite high unemployment rates in the border region, total

employment in the U.S. border counties has been growing at a faster
rate than in the nation. Figure 9 displays the annual percent change
in employment for the border counties, the border counties excluding
San Diego, and the nation. In addition to high employment growth
rates, Figure 9 also dramatically illustrates the sensitivity of border
region employment to national employment trends. 
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Another notable trend in border region employment is substantial
change in the structure of employment by industry. Historically, gov-
ernment employment at all levels has been a major proportion of total
employment in the border region. However, in the border region, as
in the nation, government employment as a percent of total employ-

Figure 10:PercentChange byAge
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ment has declined in recent decades. Government employment
accounted for more than 35 percent of total border region employ-
ment in the early 1970s, but this figure decreased to about 20 percent
by the mid-1990s. Manufacturing employment in the border region
has remained relatively constant as a percent of total employment for
more than two decades, despite a decreasing national manufacturing
share of total employment. In some border MSAs, such as El Paso,
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Figure 11:BorderRegion Population Pyram id 1995

manufacturing employment has increased dramatically as a percent
of total employment. Because both government employment and
manufacturing employment are relatively high-wage industries, these
trends will have important implications for border region per capita
income. 
The historical data, both for population and economic indicators,

underscore the considerable variability in trends along the U.S.-Mex-
ican border and argue for caution in making sweeping generaliza-
tions. California, for example, is a very different border environment
than is Texas, and while the border is a fact of life for the people who
live along its 2,000-mile expanse, its meaning and impact varies in
different areas. 
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THE IMPORTANCE O F AGE STRUCTURE

Demographers, economists, sociologists, and social scientists in
general are keenly aware of the importance of the age structure of a
population, for it at least partially determines, among many things,
future population growth potential, the size of the labor force, per
capita income patterns, and the demand for educational facilities,
medical services, and much more. Percent change in population by
age for the early 1990s is shown in Figure 10. In both the U.S. coun-
ties and in the Mexican municipios along the border, the most rapid
increase in population in the early 1990s was among the 0 4 age
group. In short, the border areas showed substantial births and prob-
ably notable in-migration of young children. At labor force ages,
15 64, there was a striking contrast between the U.S. and Mexican
sides of the border. In Mexico, the percentage change in labor force
age population was more than double the U.S. figure. 
A population pyramid is a common graphic device that shows age

composition and Figure 11 provides the pyramids for the U.S. and
Mexican sides of the border in 1995. The contrasting age distribu-
tions reveal that Mexican municipios have considerably more demo-
graphic momentum than U.S. counties. Demographic momentum is a
phrase meaning capacity for future growth even if fertility rates and
migration were at low levels. Examining Figure 11, it is apparent that
there is a younger age distribution in Mexico than in the United
States, and today s young people will be tomorrow s parents. Put
another way, the supply of future mothers has already been born and
it is simply a matter of the time it takes them to reach their childbear-
ing years. If the number of potential mothers increases, then births
would increase in the future even if fertility rates were constant. 
Analyses of population dynamics along the border suggest some

demographically important patterns that condition forecasts about the
future. First, Mexican municipios have shown strong natural increase;
the excess of births over deaths, and levels of natural increase have
traditionally been greater on the Mexican side than the U.S. side of
the border. But levels of natural increase in the U.S. border region,
while generally lower than the Mexican side, have been higher than
the U.S. average. Historically, added to this strong natural increase is
the fact of an age distribution, especially on the Mexican side of the
border, that favors future natural increase. And, finally, there is the
migration factor. The border municipios have attracted migrants from
elsewhere in Mexico adding to the overall growth rate. 
On the U.S. side of the border, trends have been a bit different.

U.S. border counties have, in fact, grown from migration, but that
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migration growth tends to be the result of immigration, not migration
from elsewhere in the United States. For example, in 1997 (the most
recent year of U.S. data), 20,176 individuals migrated to San Diego
from abroad, while 4,196 San Diegans left the area and moved else-
where within the United States. Similarly, El Paso gained about
11,632 immigrants during that year, and lost almost eight thousand
persons to other U.S. destinations. This pattern is widespread on the
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Table 2:High Series Population Adjacentto the Border,2000 2020

U.S. side of the border. So, the U.S. border grows from natural
increase and immigration, with immigration sufficient to more than off-
set the tendency for the border counties to lose population to other
areas of the United States. Should the flow of immigration stop,
growth rates would drop dramatically, although natural increase
would continue for some time. However, should a border area
become a domestic-migration magnet, like Las Vegas, Nevada,
growth rates would accelerate remarkably.

PROJECTING FUTURE POPULATION O N THE BORDER

Detailed methodology for the population projections is provided in
Appendix A. As a brief introduction to the results, it is useful to under-
stand that the projections are done by a method known as cohort-
component  and are based upon conditions in the 1990 to 1995 peri-
od. The method makes independent calculations for 36 age-sex
groupings (cohorts) for each county and municipio, and projects
births, deaths, and migration (components) separately for each
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cohort. The projection periods available are at five-year intervals.
This methodology is designed to be doable  for both sides of the bor-
der so that a consistent methodology is applied to the United States
as well as Mexico. This makes the projections unusual, since, of the
many population projections that can be found, none are known that
apply consistent methods along, and on both sides, of the border.
Three alternative sets of projections have been prepared. These

sets share the same forecast assumptions about natural increase
components. Birth rates are held constant at 1990 1995 levels.
Deaths rates trend downward slowly, consistent with available nation-
al forecasts. The sets differ in their migration assumptions. In the set
labeled high,  the migration rates that were experienced in the
1990 1995 period are allowed to continue in the future. The low  set
is in marked contrast to the high series as the intent was to document
the growth potential of natural increase in the absence of any migra-
tion. Thus, the low series sets migration at zero in all areas beginning
immediately after 1995. Finally, an intermediate result that is labeled
medium  was produced, and in it migration rates were reduced to 75
percent of the early 1990s levels for the 1995 to 2000 projection.
Then migration was again reduced to 50 percent of the early 1990s
rates for all projection cycles after the year 2000.

BORDER POPULATION IN 2020
High Series: No Change in Migration Rates

Table 2 provides the state-level sums for border counties and munici-
pios under the high series assumption of continued migration rates as
were experienced during 1990 to 1995. The full details are available
in Appendix B, Table B3.1, and Table B3.2. 
A simple continuation of demographic patterns of the early 1990s,

trends not unusual in the history of most of the border region, will
mean tremendous population growth in the next 25 years. The border
population would grow from about 10.6 million in 1995 to more than
24 million persons by 2020. On the Mexican side of the border the
population would grow from 4.8 million to almost 13.5 million, while
the U.S. side would not even double in size. 
On the U.S. side of the border, to continue recent trends to 2020

would imply significant population growth, especially for Texas, which
is projected to more than double in border population. On the Mexi-
can side, these projections show that today s metropolitan centers
along the border would become very large cities, especially in Baja
California, Chihuahua, and Tamaulipas. 
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Figure 12:BorderRegion Population Pyram id 2020 (High Series)

Figure 13:BorderRegion Population Pyram id 2020 (M edium Series)
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Can this happen? One approach to this question is to consider the
demographic issues. Migration patterns are truly a key concern. A
slowdown in migration to border areas has two impacts. First, of
course, the direct effect of migration is reduced. However, with a lot
of migration to the border that includes women of childbearing ages
and children, the migration patterns of the past have contributed to
future births. Consequently, if migration declined there would be this
secondary impact that would reduce growth rates. But, how might
migration patterns change? On the Mexican side of the border, so
long as the northern frontier is a major source of jobs and remains rel-

Table 3:M edium Series BorderPopulation,2000 2020

atively wealthy in the eyes of Mexicans elsewhere in the country, then
migration would likely continue, as long as there is a supply  of
potential migrants from elsewhere in Mexico. 
It should be noted that Mexican national projections show slower

population growth in the next century, reflecting the late twentieth-
century fertility decline. Some of the current migration from Mexico to
its border with the United States is certainly a stepping stone for
migration to the United States, legal or undocumented. On the one
hand, should the United States further control immigration, either
legal or undocumented or both, then immigration levels would be
reduced, and immigration contributes substantially to U.S. border
population growth. On the other hand, it should also be noted that
border areas show outmigration to other areas of the United States. It
is not known if these are immigrants traveling on after a few years, or
long-term residents leaving the area. If these outmigrants to other
parts of the country are indeed recent immigrants, then reduced immi-
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gration to the United States would probably diminish the outflow to
other parts of the country from border counties, dampening the
impact of lessened immigration on the balance of growth.
And just how does one control growth? Not well along the border,

seems to be the answer. When responding to these numbers, some
individuals in the El Paso area noted that there simply is not enough
water to sustain the recent growth patterns. Yet there is little evidence
that the price of residential water in Arizona, for example, has dis-
couraged people from moving long distances to be in the area. It is
also politically unpopular for elected officials to constrain employment
growth along the border, a region desperate for new and better jobs.
Hence, it is unlikely that these officials, when faced with a choice, will
not vigorously pursue water resources to meet demand one way or
another. Finally, it must be remembered that along the border con-
siderable growth is generated by people who are born, grow up, and
live out their lives in the area. It would be difficult to tell these people
that there is not enough water for them to live where they were born.

Age Composition in 2020 for the High Series
Figure 12 presents the population pyramids for the border counties
and municipios summed to national totals for 2020 under the
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Figure 14:BorderRegion Population Pyram id 2020 (Low Series)
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assumption of no change in migration patterns. The age distribution
of the Mexican side of the border would continue to host a consider-
ably younger population than the U.S. side. In absolute numbers,
U.S. totals would exceed Mexican totals only at the highest ages. A
continuation of recent migration patterns ensures further population
growth as the Mexican pyramid retains a high degree of demograph-
ic momentum.

Medium Series: Migration Trended in Half

Again, summary data are presented in Table 3 and detailed data are
provided in Appendix B, Table B4.1, and Table B4.2.
Reducing migration rates by half diminishes projected population

growth along the border through 2020 by about 4.5 million persons,
with a new total along the border of about 19.5 million persons, up
from 10.6 million in 1995. Therefore, even a sweeping and substan-
tial reduction in migration would not eliminate the growth prospects
for the future as the border population would almost double in the
next 25 years from the beginning of the projection. 

Low Series: Zero Migration from 1995 Onward

Figure 13 is a graphic representation of the expected population
growth along the border under the assumption that net migration
becomes zero in 1995, an unlikely assumption, but illustrative
nonetheless. Under this draconian scenario, all growth is produced
from the balance of births and deaths; yet the total border population
would still grow by almost five million persons, or about 50 percent,
by the year 2020. About 3.1 million of this growth will occur on the
Mexican side of the border, reflecting its relatively greater demo-
graphic momentum. Appendix B, Table B5.1, and Table B5.2 contain
the detailed results for counties and municipios. Along the entire bor-
der, only tiny Jeff Davis County in Texas would be projected to expe-
rience population decline from 2,067 persons to 2,021 persons
between 1995 and 2020. 
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SU M M A RY AND IMPLICATIONS

Evaluation of demographic and economic information on the U.S.-
Mexican border is a matter of perspective. From the U.S. national
view, the U.S. side of the border, (excepting San Diego) is a Third
W orld region with high unemployment, low wages, low educational
levels, and relatively rapid population growth fueled by both birth
rates and migration from across the border. From the perspective of
U.S. border residents gazing across to the Mexican side, the view is
of uncontrolled and unconstrained population growth and a host of
serious infrastructure problems including water, sewer, roads,
schools, hospitals, and environmental concerns. However, if one
were to look at the Mexican side of the border from the perspective
of much of Mexico, it is a place of opportunity with booming employ-
ment growth and rapid urbanization, adjacent to U.S. shopping and
entertainment. No wonder Mexicans continue to move to the border,
joining a population already growing due to relatively high birth rates.
It is no wonder that some come to the United States, since it is just a
step forward in the chain of migration patterns, joining a culturally and
ethnically similar land one political boundary away. This pattern might
be stopped, supposing the border could truly be closed But the fact
for planning is that these patterns have a long history and there is no
reason to expect some sudden change.
Projecting population is not difficult as a mathematical exercise,

and evaluation of these projections is a matter of evaluating the var-
ious assumptions. The border population will grow even in the
absence of migration, and certainly the resources and the environ-
ment will be strained further. Population growth of 50 percent along
the border by 2020 is short of war or natural disaster or some
incredible unforseen change in patterns of birth and death a cer-
tainty. Modern death rates are low, and birth rates are simply higher
than the very low rates in the general U.S. population. Mexican birth
rates have already dropped considerably, but scepticism about major
further reductions is appropriate. The figure of 50 percent increase in
population requires one to imagine no further migration to the region,
and certainly the post-1995 data available indicates that this is not
happening.
Should migration patterns maintain themselves for another 25

years, the impacts are nothing short of astounding. Imagine El Paso
(Texas), Ciudad JuÆrez (Chihuahua), and Las Cruces (New Mexico)
as a single metropolitan center of almost six million persons. Local
officials who have seen these projections respond simply that there
is not enough water,  a problem that is of concern along many miles
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of the U.S. border with Mexico. But, shutting off the flow of people is
not an easy task and most often local governments scramble to meet
already unmet demands for services, and so it would seem prudent
to plan for substantial population growth on the border, and the atten-
dant growing pains. 
If one sides with Adam Smith in thinking the growth of population is

the measure of the wealth of nations, then there is little cause for con-
cern. However, a more realistic view of history, evaluating the current
situation, and projecting future scenarios leaves reason for concern,
for this is not a bright and shining region, at least by the standards of
much of the United States. Where will the employment growth come
from and will it continue to be of marginal wage levels? Where will
water, sewage treatment, and other resources come from, and, par-
ticularly, what will be the source of capital for major infrastructure
additions in the future? It remains to be seen whether these problems
will be noted at the respective federal levels or left to state and local
governments, with attendant expectations about their capacities to
cope.

APPENDIX A
Projection Methodology

The population projections have been prepared using cohort-compo-
nent methodology, which means that births, deaths, and migration
components are projected separately for each of the 18 age groups
(0 4 through 85 and over) for males and females separately (the
cohorts). The projection methodology requires use of detailed age
and sex information from each country in 1990 and 1995. Both coun-
tries conducted censuses in 1990. In 1995, Mexico conducted a cen-
sus while the U.S. Census Bureau published detailed population esti-
mates, by age and sex, for all U.S. counties for 1995. The Mexican
census system, unlike the United States, reported persons for whom
age is unknown. In the 1990 and 1995 Mexican data series used to
prepare the projections, unknown age  persons were allocated to
age groups 20 and over according to a procedure recommended in
the international demographics literature.
An important feature of the projections is that the same methodol-

ogy has been used for both counties and municipios. However, this
means that the methodology must be workable for both sides of the
border and so some technical compromises must be made. Thus, for
example, demographers prefer to project births using detailed age-
specific fertility rates. Such rates are not uniformly available along the
U.S.-Mexican border, thus, another method was mandated that
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would be uniformly applicable. The projection methods require only
two census period counts or estimates, by age and sex, and survival
rate information. The projection intervals are five years at a time.

Birth Projection

In each county and municipio the ratio of children 0 4 years of age
divided by the population of women at ages 15 49, the childbearing
years, is calculated. These child-woman ratios from 1995 are held
constant through the year 2020 in all three series (low, medium, and
high), and are applied to the projected future population of women at
the childbearing ages after calculating deaths and migration during
the projection period. The ratios produce births  over the five-year
projection interval, and thus produce 0 4 year-olds at the end of the
projection interval.

Death Projection

For the United States, Census Bureau projections of survival rates
and life expectancy rates by age and sex available in published doc-
uments have been used. These U.S.-level projections of mortality
rates trend slowly downward over the entire period to 2020. For Mex-
ico, United Nations information on Mexican life expectancy rates, and
survival rates by age and sex corresponding to various levels of life
expectancy rates have been used. The Mexican death rates for
males and females trend downward only to the year 2000 and then
are assumed to remain constant at that level into the future. This
assumption has more to do with technical constraints of available
information than a real forecast, and the projections would probably
be slightly low as a result of likely continuing improvements in reduc-
ing mortality after 2000 in Mexico. But, in projections, deaths are usu-
ally not a major source of error, at least in areas experiencing sub-
stantial migration and strong demographic momentum as does the
border region.

Migration Projection

Migration rates are produced first for the period from 1990 to 1995
using a procedure known as residual estimation.  The technique can
be easily illustrated. Imagine a county or municipio that had 1,000
males aged 10 14 years in 1990. Application of the survival rate pre-
viously discussed would yield an expected count of 992 males aged
15 19 years in 1995 in the absence of migration. Should the 1995
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APPENDIX B

Table B1.1:TotalPopulation U.S.BorderRegion

Source:U.S.Departm entofCom m erce 1983;1993;and 1998.

Note:Tables B3.2 B5.2 com ponents m ay notadd to totals due to rounding.
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Source: INEGI 1998.

Table B1.2:TotalPopulation M exican BorderRegion
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Table B2.1:PercentChange in Population U.S.BorderRegion

Source:Authorcalculations from Table B1.1.
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Table B2.2:PercentChange in Population M exican BorderRegion

Source:Authorcalculations from Table B1.2.
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data show 1,100 males at ages 15 19, the residual estimate of net
migration (the balance of in- and outflows) for this cohort would be
108 migrants coming into the area, and the rate would be 108 divid-
ed by the initial population of 1,000 males ages 10 14. This calcula-
tion is done for all age-sex groupings, with special procedures need-
ed to handle the 85 and over population. Also, the births  discussed
earlier are not subject to migration directly, although, since the moth-
ers  are subject to migration, the child-woman ratio technique will
reflect the parental migration patterns. 
This residual estimation technique is sensitive to problems of

undercount when one period has substantially more or less under-
count than the second period. Using the aforementioned migration
example, some of the presumed 108 migrants that were estimated
may simply be people who were not counted in 1990 but were cap-
tured by the 1995 figures. Correcting such a count differential would
be a major undertaking and perhaps not even possible for the entire
border region.
Three projection series have been prepared and they differ only

with respect to the migration assumptions.

High projection series
While labeled high,  this set simply assumes a continuation of the
migration rates by age and sex which were experienced in each
county and municipio in the 1990 to1995 period. The baseline for
judging the results is to consider whether the trends in the early
1990s would continue through 2020. In some areas, migration rates
were very high and, indeed, by 2020 the population consequences
are profound. The combined El Paso, Cuidad JuÆrez, and Las
Cruces metropolitan area would grow to nearly six million persons,
which raises questions about whether or not such rates can possibly
continue. However, San Diego in the early 1990s was in a slump, and
current evidence suggests that the period between 1990 and 1995 is
too conservative for forecasting the future.

Medium projection series
The migration assumption for this series is that migration rates fall to
75 percent of the 1990 1995 levels during the period between 1995
and 2000 and continue to fall to 50 percent in 2000 and beyond.
Thus, the rates trend toward zero from either positive or negative lev-
els, and level off at half of the 1990 1995 rates from 2000 onward.
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Low projection series
The low series is not a forecast but demonstrates an important point
after calculating the results. In the low series, migration rates were
set to zero immediately after 1995. While hardly realistic, the value of
such a series is that all projected population growth in the future
comes solely from the difference between births and deaths, and the
results demonstrate that the border region will continue to grow even
if there is no migration growth.
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